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Part XXI
I study nuclear science, I love my classes
I got a crazy teacher, he wears dark glasses
Things are going great, and they’re only getting better
Space travel, cars that park themselves, calling Eva on my Dick Tracy, water-resistant Samsung
wristwatch…And now, finding out that bees do math?
Boy oh boy! I thought discovering that math is the common language of man was big news.
But to find out math is also a language we have in common with the bees?
Now there’s a really big “buzz”! Yessiree, Bob, this ain’t your grandpa’s root beer!
And it just occurred to me…If the bees do math and we do math (dare I think it!),
could math be used as a language to communicate with bees?
Talk about breaking the mold of mathematics. Kaboom! This is like intellectual ground zero!
Math: an interspecies language? Holy beeswax, Batman! The Von Frisch Factor?
Yeah, forget traditional protocol! “Stand by, Houston. I’m gonna reboot the comm card!”
Bilingual? Polyglot? Stuck in that rut of learning the same ol’ foreign languages, reinforcing
the separateness of language, and adding to the babble? Time for a new pair of shoes!
If math is a language we already have in common, if we start from there, just think of the
possibilities! With math, maybe I can be “bee”-lingual!
And what about the other insects? I’ve heard that arthropods make up 80% of the animal
kingdom–the world’s crawling with ’em! And if they all have some form of mathematical
understanding or language…Yowza! What a linguistic experiment that would be!
Gather round arthropods! Say “hello” to a new species of scientist: the true polymath!
So what will the future of mathematics “bee”? Will mathologist, bugologist, math-glot, and
bug-alot “bee” added to the lexicon? Will gifted “insect whisperers” come on the scene?
And if math can be used to communicate between species (man and bug), it should be a cinch
to use math to reestablish common communication between man. Wow! Math: The UnBabel? The true universal language? (No more need for interpreters at the United Nations!)
So whaddya say, Grasshopper? Maybe it’s time to evolve to a higher level of understanding–
to the math of God’s creation. Just imagine: learning math from the bugs…Enemy Mine?
“The story of a man, incomplete in himself, taught to be a human by an alien being (the
bug) who leaves with the human its most important possession: its future.”
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But wait a minute, Jim…
If a humble arthropod (like the bee) can exhibit mathematical understanding that mirrors
human intelligence, what about the other animals?
I remember a story in Aesop’s Fables:
In a spell of dry weather…a thirsty Crow found a pitcher
with a little water in it. But the pitcher was high and had a
narrow neck, and no matter how he tried, the Crow could
not reach the water. The poor thing felt as if he must die
of thirst.
Then an idea came to him. Picking up some small pebbles,
he dropped them into the pitcher one by one. With each
pebble the water rose a little higher until at last it was
near enough so he could drink.
How clever! A crow applying fluid displacement theory and also
determining the appropriate size of stone to fit through the neck of a pitcher and the number
of pebbles (units) to fill a curved volume! Corvidae physics and calculus?
A tale of fluid and fluid intelligence? Now there’s something to “crow” about!
I suppose the moral of the story is: Stay thirsty, my friend!
It must be true what they say:
Birds do it, bees do it. Even educated fleas do it…
Ooga-chaka, ooga-ooga, Ooga chaka!
Yeah, maybe love isn’t the only universal language!
It makes sense. As math is the common language of man’s understanding, it’s not too much of
a jump to think that math might also be the common intellectual language of all creatures.
Why not? We all live in the same reality; we must all have some manner of interpreting our
existence in time and space. Hmm…math as a foundation of all intellect?
It’s so Pythagorean: the principles of mathematics the principles of all things.
Math: the common language of all the creatures of creation,
the language that connects everything!
Cowabunga, crowabunga, and bugabunga! Maybe math really is where it’s at!!
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